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TORO 60V HEDGE TRIMMER (BARE TOOL) - MODEL NO: 51855T

$199.00

Specifications

Boat Details
Price $199.00 Boat Brand Toro
Model Toro 60V Hedge Trimmer Length 0.00
Year 2021 Category Yacht and Sail Boats
Hull Style Other Hull Type Other
Power Type Other Stock Number 0
Condition New State Queensland
Suburb INGHAM Engine Make

Disclaimer
Our company offers the details of this vessel in good faith but cannot guarantee or warrant the accuracy of this information nor warrant the condition of
the vessel. A buyer should instruct his agents and/or surveyors to investigate such details buyer desires validated. This vessel is offered subject to
prior sale, price change or withdrawal without notice.
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Description
INTRODUCING THE ALL-NEW TORO 60V HEDGE TRIMMER (BARE TOOL) - MODEL NO: 51855T

Features included are:
• 90° Rotating Handle

Push a button to make vertical trimming quick, easy, and comfortable.

• Exclusive Blade Design

Provides a cleaner, more efficient cut.

• 41cm Bar and 19mm Cut Capacity

Sturdy, thick, and robust to tackle big jobs in less time.

Spruce up your lawn care routine with the Toro 60V Max* Battery Hedge Trimmer. It can tackle big jobs in no time
with a 61cm bar and 1.9cm cut capacity. Get a cleaner, more efficient trim with less vibration with the crisscrossing,
scissor-like blades of the dual-action cutting system. The handy handle is comfortable and designed to reduce arm
fatigue. Plus, rotate the handle with the push of a button for quick, easy, and comfortable vertical trimming. Cut the
cord with runtime up to 75 minutes on a full charge.** Have peace of mind, as Toro stands behind its products with a
full warranty, not just limited coverage. Toro 60V is the one-stop-shop for all-season performance. Universal battery
powers all tools in the Flex-Force line, from mowers to string trimmers to chainsaws. Choose Toro with confidence to
save time, eliminate hassles, and have a great-looking yard. Count on it.

Choose Toro with confidence to save time, eliminate hassles and have a great looking garden. Introducing the 60V
Max* Lithium-Ion Flex-Force Power System®, where you don't have to sacrifice performance to enjoy the ease of
battery power. Toro’s legendary reliability, durability and performance. Finally, a cordless platform without
compromises. Flex-Force Power System® Battery and Charger are sold separately and can be used across the range
of hand-held tools.
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